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1. Missed Inspections - Required inspections not called in for inspection.  

  EXAMPLE:  Final paving inspection failed because the required base inspection was not requested.  

2. Contractor has not ordered the required test for soil density, water content or soil compaction – required inspection (report required to 
be onsite for the inspector).  Inspection #739 

3. The contractor does not have test results on hand at the time of next required inspection (this is an assigned inspection). 

EXAMPLE:  Contractor requests a final without having the approved test results.  Inspection #739 

4. The contractor does not have a sealed letter from the engineer stating the project has been completed in accordance with the 

approved sealed plans at the time the right-of-way or storm-water final is requested. Inspection #778, #776 

5. Stakes or station markers have been removed by other contractors or workers on the site. These markers are required to 

verify the curb, driveway, sidewalk, inlets and other correct elevations. 

6. Grading at the driveway has not been properly constructed to direct the flow to the approved area. 

7. The swale/right of way has not been properly stabilized after work is complete. 

8. Control structures or inlets are not properly protected during construction from erosion entering existing systems. 

9. Miscommunication among Contractors calling in inspection requests – not sure who exactly is calling in the inspection. 

EXAMPLE:  A contractor relies on another contractor or sub to call in for an inspection. This usually happens when  

there are multiple inspections required for related portions of a project. The result is re-inspection fees or time schedules 

being missed because of communication problems. 

10. Water detention areas are not properly graded, sodded or landscaping is placed in the detention area.    
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